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ABSTRACT
What are pros and cons of implementing SAS Enterprise Guide on a department-wide basis? This paper discusses whether pharmaceutical companies can reduce development and validation costs with the power-assisted
coding tools Enterprise Guide provides. Even though pharmaceutical companies have tremendous investments in
traditional macro-based applications, this paper argues that the benefits of a validated code-generator like Enterprise Guide cannot be ignored. However, costs involving learning curve and technical process conversion have to
be considered

INTRODUCTION
Enterprise Guide (EG) is a visually oriented SAS programming environment that enables programmers to create
diagrams linking objects that EG turns into SAS code. The object-oriented tasks in EG write SQL-based code. By
incorporating an automated post-processor, EG offers a way to standardize programming style.
Enterprise Guide is an object-oriented interface to the SAS system. The main interface is the process flow. Initially, it is a blank screen on which to arrange the objects. The programmer sets properties for objects, and the
objects generate SAS code “behind the scenes”. “Code objects” can also be included, containing user-written
custom code, and these can be linked to the built-in objects in a process flow.
Hemedinger (2005) and Dmitrienko (2005) have good introductory papers on EG. Also SAS has a free online Enterprise Guide training course at http://www.sas.com/apps/elearning/elearning_details.jsp?pubcode=59271.It is
important to note that EG is designed to be run interactively by “power user”. In order to get it to run in batch, as
one would expect in a traditional SAS programming environment, you have to resort to some “tricks”, which will
be discussed below.

ENTERPRISE GUIDE AS A PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT
Enterprise Guide can also replace the traditional SAS programming environment in the pharmaceutical industry.
ADVANTAGES
There are many reasons to do so:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Enterprise Guide generates better and more reliable code than programmers produce manually
Enterprise Guide enforces a standard programming style
SAS programmers can be developers while end users run the code.
Using stored processes, the source code can be secured and hidden from the end users.
Enterprise Guide can be deployed worldwide, allowing users to connect to a central SAS repository and run
SAS programs without having SAS installed on their systems.

DISADVANTAGES
However, there are many pitfalls to go along with the advantages. First, the introduction of a new programming
environment would require substantial IT resources for installation, validation, and FDA 21 CFR Part 11 compliance. Specifically, the following steps would be required:
•
•

Creation of a Validation Plan
A User Requirement or Design Specification. These documents make writing the OQ/PQ much easier because it facilitates writing tests for each user/functional requirement. For Enterprise Guide, this might be accessing data, testing security, backing up data, or testing a SAS program.
• Creation and execution of Installation Qualification (IQ)
• Creation and execution of Operational Qualification (OQ), including Security aspects.
• Creation and execution of Performance Qualification (PQ)
• Final Validation Summary Report, which also summarizes all the activities from the IQ/OQ/PQ.
Secondly, as SAS users, we are used to a stable programming environment. This is one of the nice features of
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using SAS in regulated setting. The FDA and pharmaceutical industry change slowly. While the rest of the computing world has undergone several revolutions, SAS code for tables, listings, and graphs circa 1990, or earlier,
can still be used. Anyone who has, for example, tried to restore a backup from 15 years ago can appreciate how
valuable this is. The chance of that hardware/software combination still working is remote.
SAS has made a tremendous commitment to backwards compatibility for SAS programs across versions. This
has been a great benefit to the pharmaceutical industry. For example, there has been no need to archive the operating system, database, and SAS version along with the code. SAS programs from 15 years ago still run, with
at most minimal modification, and the legacy datasets can easily be updated to the current version. In short, even
with the tremendous changes in the computing environment since the 1990s, the migration path for SAS programs and datasets has been relatively smooth.
One of the main reasons is that environment was text-based, consisting of ASCII text files that can be opened
with any basic text editor. With Enterprise Guide, we are clearly moving away from this paradigm. Instead, we
have an environment that, while it offers much more power, will change from version to version without backwards compatibility. It is not possible to convert an EG 4 project to EG 3, and it will not be possible to backconvert an Enterprise Guide 7 project to Enterprise Guide 4 in the future. SAS products will become like Microsoft
products in that sense. We will migrate forwards, and the forward migration will not always be smooth. For example, because they are binary files, you cannot automate the conversion of Enterprise Guide projects by running
the projects through a batch-processor and applying global changes, like you can with text-based SAS programs.
We have had some painful experience with Enterprise Guide migration. Nth Analytics is SAS consulting company
for the pharmaceutical industry in Princeton NJ. We have been using Enterprise Guide in production since 2005,
starting with EG version 3, and then migrating to EG 4.1 in 2006. We discovered that EG projects do not always
migrate cleanly, particularly large, complex process flows. In most cases, we were able to break up the process
flows in EG 3, and then reassemble them in EG4.1 as a workaround. A few projects simply could not be migrated, and had to be recreated.
ARCHIVE COPY AS A SAFETY NET
Here is where the concept of an archive copy becomes critical. An archive copy in the Enterprise Guide environment is a SAS program that is generated from the code generated by the Enterprise Guide tasks. Regardless of
what problems arise from version compatibility issues in the programming environment, the archive copy can always be run as traditional SAS programs. It is critical that the archive copies be generated from an automated,
validated process. I describe such a process in the sections that follow.

USING ENTERPRISE GUIDE
In this section, I examine EG as a code generator. In this sense, it’s like the macro language. Macros expand out
and generate SAS code; EG generates SAS code behind the scenes. Let’s look at an example of EG doing a
simple query.
Start with a blank process flow:

Load the data from one of the libraries:
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Build the query:

Build the select statement. One of the best things about EG is that allows you to pick valid values from an automatically generated list from the data.
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It generates the PROC SQL SELECT statement for you:

Run the process flow:
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The resulting query is written in PROC SQL. EG never generates datastep code. In a sense, by moving to EG,
you are phasing out the datastep, except for special purpose “user interventions”.

CREATING AN ARCHIVE COPY
The process of generating an archive copy with EG is as follows:
1. Create the program using the process flow.
2. Select all objects and create a stored process
3. Run the stored process through a post processor
STORED PROCESSES IN ENTERPRISE GUIDE
EG will automatically create a stored process from the process flow. A stored process is a macro designed to be
run interactively through a SAS client: web browsers, EG, and SAS add-in for Microsoft Office being the major
clients. It is not designed to be run in batch mode, because the parameters have to be passed in at run time interactively. However, you can make it run in batch by building several stored processes off the same source code
with different default parameters. For example, you could have an adverse event table with a single parameter:
BYGROUP. You could then create separate stored processes
•
AE_ALL: AEs with no subgroups (BYGROUP=)
•
AE_SEX: AEs by sex
•
AE_AGE: AEs by agegroup
To run them in batch, put objects for all three stored processes in the EG project. You need to create a VBScript
program to batch the EG project, either from Windows Explorer or using the Windows scheduler. Both the output
and the SAS log have to be directed to external files (otherwise they disappear when the project finishes).
STORED PROCESS SAS CODE
All stored processes have a source code file in the directory structure. It consists of EG code to make the stored
process run, and normal SAS code. We want to get the normal SAS code into a standalone program.
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This screenshot shows some EG-specific code:

Here is the normal SAS code:
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POST-PROCESSOR
For either method, you need to clean up the generated code with a post-processor. Jemiolo (2002) describes the
basic concept:
“The text file produced is all left aligned with a lack of hard returns between PROCS and DATA steps. To resolve
these issues, a series of key words (i.e., PROC, DATA, RUN, and QUIT) are searched for. If these key words are
encountered at the beginning of a line of text (not beginning with an “*”), a blank line is placed either before or
after the line, as appropriate. Conversely, if these key words are not encountered in a line of text (not beginning
with an “*”), then the line is indented by three spaces. It should be noted that each company has its own standards and tendencies and as a result, the list of key words should be changed appropriately to reflect these.”
For EG, the concept is similar; but the problem is simplified because the code coming out of the stored process is
well structured to start with. However, there is a lot EG-specific code that has to be stripped out to make it look a
like normal SAS program, as shown above.

LIMITATIONS OF ENTERPRISE GUIDE
For all advantages of EG, there are some significant limitations and disadvantages, aside from the learning curve,
which can be fairly steep:
•

Enterprise Guide has some unique features as a SAS programming environment. Therefore, SAS code from
EG will not necessarily run in a SAS outside of EG. A testing step is required to verify that it does in fact run in
batch or in the display manager. The major difference is that in EG, variable names can have spaces. For
example, the following code is valid in EG:
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PROC SQL;
CREATE TABLE WORK.Query_for_AE AS
SELECT AE.STUDYID FORMAT=$15.,
AE.USUBJID,
('test') AS 'variable name with blanks'n
FROM NTH.AE AS AE;
•
•
•
•

Although EG has 80+ built-in tasks, it does not have a PROC REPORT task (and therefore does not have a
built-in way to generate PROC REPORT code). You can write your own task as an add-in, but that’s not
easy and defeats the purpose of using an off-the-shelf product.
There is no data step code generator in EG. Essentially, by going to EG, you are abandoning the datastep. I
don’t consider this a disadvantage. Datastep code can always be incorporated through code objects.
Complex process flows can freeze up, and are unrecoverable in some instances.
In a complicated process flow, tasks sometimes fail, forcing you to create an “ordered list”, which usually
solves the problem.

CONCLUSIONS
Despite some limitations, Enterprise Guide offers the evolution in SAS programming, and is an exciting replacement for the traditional Display Manager programming environment. However, the programming environment
itself, not just the SAS code, will change from version to version. This is a major change in the SAS programming
world, and has significant implications for regulatory compliance in the pharmaceutical industry. Using Enterprise
Guide to automatically generate archive copies (i.e., traditional SAS code) of process flows mitigates these risks.
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